This paper describes the construction and research program of the Learning Through Collaborative Visualization (CoVis) Project. a testbed for exploring science education reform with telecommunications technology. The CoVis testbed is contrasted with other forms of cducational research in an " e c o l o~y of paradigms." which argues that testbeds are in fact a new setting for research with different requirements and challenges for the researcher. Two extended examples of telecommunications research are provided as examples of the kind of research that testbeds are ire11 suited to explore. The first example is the evolution of videoconferencing in the CoVis testbed. The second example is the design and development of a networked proupware application sailed the Collaboratory Notebook.
nce curricula (Ruopp et al.. 1993 ) enhanced by ions technology for day-to-day use. A more aching and learning than traditionally found in foreground of the CoVis design effort. We eninholt & Olson. 1997: Lederberg & Uncapher. he teachers and students in them are learning connection with communities of science and ). Heeding pedagogy first. we have been investechnical and social infrastructure that make it scover compellin,o questions, and to investigate ally meaningful. The infrastructure goal is to doing supported by a rich array of technology school to substantively engage ~i t h worlds educational purposes. s that participate in the CoVis project comprise tional chanze and the impact of various techunications tools. Testbeds such as the CoVis ties in educational research. They involve work gn "test high-risk conjectures about new parang" (Hunter. 1993) . In this context, the CoVis drop for studying educational change. and. in ry of work to ongoing discussions of school is section we ~vill situate testbeds as a form of rast them with other forms of research. In subribe the CoVis testbed in more detail and report FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH e and purpose of educational testbeds in genercontrast the "testbed" with three other forms of attributes of four major approaches to research his contrasting set of research paradigms highs that testbeds offer to our understanding of INTRODUCTION Distributed learning environments using advanced computing and communications technology hold substantial promise for improving science education learning environments. The implementation and sustained use of such technologies on a large-scale basis in K-12 school communities is a challenging design problem, due to the complexities of socio-technical systems. We describe a contribution to the problem's solution through an analysis of our experience in designing and implementing a constructivist-oriented. technology-intensive testbed used by a community of schools. The Learning Through Collaborative Visualization (CoVis) project is a testbed for learning and technology composed of teachers. scientists. museum staff. industry personnel. and researchers working in concert to reform science education in middle-and high-school classrooms. Since its inception in 1992. the CoVis project has involved over 100 teachers and over 3.000 students using telecommunications as a critical leveraging technology to develop, and evolve through use, a wide array of new resources for learning. This testbed is now creating multiple opportunities for learners to engage in open-ended inquiry and new kinds of learning relationships. In essence. the CoVis project has established a community of invention that has spent the past six years constructing. experiencing. and evolving new kinds of science learning environments. In this paper we concentrate on the role of telecommunications technology in the CoVis project, and try to characterize some of the properties of what we have come to call "testbed research," in comparison to other forms of inquiry in research in interactive learning environments.
Telecommunications technologies have been fundamental to CoVis research and development. As a category. they have consumed considerable design. curricular, and monetary resources. We will describe in detail the various roles that telecommunications have played for the project's constituents and how our thinking about the utility of telecommunications has evolved throughout our testbed experience.
We focus here on testbeds because they are an important component in the development of an understanding of broad-based school reform. As we will describe, testbeds provide a research context that is more complex and informative than the -'isolated islands of innovation" often associated with the study of exemplary teachers in schools with special resources. Because of their added complexity. testbeds contribute to knowledge about the transformation of entire large and complex school systems. teaching and learning situated in diverse educational settings. The four types of investigative contexts exemplify points along continuums of scale, context. and complexity. and each is well suited to answering different types of research questions.
Laboratory Studies
Laboratory studies of learning and performance are the most well established of the paradigms in cognitive science studies of learning and teaching, and educational research. This type of research is designed to carefully control the research environment in order to determine correlations and. on occasion. to infer causal relationships between independent and dependent variables. The independent variable is often a stand-in for some aspect of cognitive structure or an aspect of the learning environment, such as the familiarity of the to-belearned material or the method of structuring the to-be-learned material. The dependent measure is often a measurable aspect of individual performance liks the amount or type of information a learner can report after experience with the independent variable. The research is commonly conducted in a laboratory setting, as in most research on intelligent tutoring systems (e.g., Corbett et 31.. 1990; Reiser et 31.. 1992) . or it may be conducted in classroom settinp. as is often the case with studies of the effectiveness of new curriculum innovations. such as the introduction of intelligent tutors into mathematics classrooms (e.2.. Anderson et al.. 1995 : Koedinger et al.. 1995 . Large numbers of such studies design & appropriation of services by groups & indiv.
large scale systems design may also be aggregated, and effect sizes of instructional interventions determined in meta-analyses (e.g.. Kulik & Kulik. 1989 ).
This type of research design often employs pre-and post-measures of change, and a comparison to some type of control group. In order to determine the impact of -'interventions" or "treatments" (by analogy to clinical trials of pharmaceuticals) on cognitive structures and processes, extensive efforts are made to control for environmental factors that may introduce imcontrolled variation into the evaluation. Relatively small sample sizes are often necessary. Laboratory studies have proven extremely valuable in cognitive science for their capacity to address issues of individual cogition. For education. the key strength of laboratory studies of learning is addressing in depth the effects of one or a few aspects of an intervention. as it relates to cosnitive theory or. in some cases, instructional design.
Design Esperiments
A form of educational research that has e m e r~e d in the past decade is the design experiment (Brown. 1992; Collins. 1996) . Design experiments can be characterized as efforts to "ensineer" single class periods or entire classroom environments. Use of the term "encjneer" is deliberate. as the process has been compared to that of the aeronautical engineer or artificial intelligence researcher who needs to devise new ivays of thinkin? about the world in order to make progress. Brown describes her role as a researcher in this mode as "orchestrating a11 aspects of a period of daily life in classrooms" while "simul-taneo~~sly conductins experimental studies of those innovations" (Brown. 1992. p. 141) . It is frequently the case that important research q~~e s t i o n s emerge during the process of conducting such acti\.ities that could not have been anticipated prior to commencing the work. In such an environment, it is not possible to control the myriad factors that influence the daily lives of students and teachers. Instead, the research becomes a study of the systems that comprise classroom practice. Research programs such as the Community of Learners project (Brown & Campione. 1990 ) have contributed to our understanding of issues of group cognition and learning in classroom systems.
Design as a style for research in teaching and learnins has recently gained prominence for at least three reasons. First. there is renewed interest in "education" as a problem area that demands practical solutions. This perspective stands in sharp contrast to a view of schools as "rese:lrch sites," with a different population of research subjects. The desisn focus places greater emphasis on finding solutions that work and relatively less weight on theoretical expla-nations. particularly those that seek precise characterizations of individual cognitive structures and processes. While explanations at this level are valuable. they often fail to capture and incorporate the richness of classrooms and other social contexts of the systems in which people work. In our view, this richness suggests one important reason for the well-recognized failure in the model of research-to-practice dissemination as a linear flow from science to the classroom. Educational practitioners rarely have the causal design understanding to apply the findings from these limited contexts to their situations in larser scale settings. and researchers have not informed their studies by the richness of questions that arise from the dilemmas of situated educational practice. The design perspective thus challenges the traditional basic-applied research distinction. and the presumption that educational settings may improve through the "application" of basic research done outside those settings.
Complexity is thus a second reason for the design focus. Design enterprises by their very nature embrace situational complexity and seek to manage it through to solutions. Recently. Salomon ( 199 1 ) made this point when he suggested aircraft design as a quintessential activity that must embrace complexity in order to reach solution. Similarly. classroom teaching and learning is such a complex multifaceted enterprise. To improve such an enterprise. the design perspective suggests that one must engineer solutions informed by a deeper understanding of these situations..
A third reason for focus on the design perspective is that design is often what Bruner (1996) calls an "interpretive" activity, rather than one strictly predictive in nature, as many laboratory studies seek to be. Designers most often interpret the results of a design effort strictly bound by the context. Rather than seeking universals. designers seek continually richer characterizations of context or situations in order to understand the practical limits of design solutions. The cases provided by design experiments thus often have their impact primarily by offering inspiration and models for others.
While design experiments offer a new layer of complexity in the analysis of teaching and learning situations, they also have significant limitations. For the most part. they are not implemented in typical classrooms. By virtue of the design experiment orchestration. the classrooms studied are made special. The design experiment transforms the classroom by taking control of as many variables as possible, instead of taking classroo~ns as they exist and studying the evolution of how innovation becomes integrated in practice. To solve problems of large-scale change will require a srnaller exertion of control in the environment. in order to understand where the innovation breaks down.
Testheds
The CoVis pmject and other testbeds represent an extension of the design experiment concept that better addresses issues related to scale. Testbeds share with design experiments the notion of orchestration. School testbeds are facilities that contain resources ~O I -use by the people in schools. One of the key casks in testbed construction is assembling a community of schools (andlor other-organizations) in a way that allows participants to take ownel-ship in and use the testbed resources. In describing the \\ ork of eclucational net~~ol-king testbcds funded by the National Science Found:~tion. Hunter caulionecl that they cannot be expected to "necessarily succeed in the rnmnel-originally envisioned" (Huntel-. 1993. p. 97) . Because tetbed participants are si~iiulta~ieoi~sly engased in ~.~-e u t i /~g and s t l~i~i~i g classroom I-eform. it is often difficult to characterize "success" in terms of traditional research measures. Often. characterizations of the creation and maintenance of the testbed itself must be considered as priniar!. I-esults. In these respects. the tehtbecl ub 3 research setting is siniilar to the design experiment.
Testbeds. howe\.er. operate on : I signitic:uitl 1ary1-scale than the design sxperiment. If design experiments introduce new levels of complexity and \.ariation over laboratory studies. testbeds increase that variation by another order of magnitude by working simultaneousl \\ itli a broxl variety of schools. Testbeds like CoVis strive to test their iclells b! implementing them in a range of settings that represent Ixger scale and gr2;lter di\ersity. The hinds of questions that testbeds are best suited to address deal nit11 the design and appropriation of services by different groups. 111 thib context. "ser~ices" are things like opportunities to engxge in various forms of cur-I-iculum activities. or the chance to use one or another form of technology or other neLv resources in classrooms. If 3 design experiment is s~~ccessful in implementing a new approach to learning in : I single or several clussrooms. testbeds :Ire only satistied in finding ways to foster innovation in hundrecls of classl-ooms. The key questions for testbeds are those having to clo \\-it11 understanding he conditions and constraints which encourage itnd those n-liicli cliscou~-aze the clnss-I-ooni appropriation of LI designed resource. At another level. tatbeds provide opportunities to investigate how the appropriated resources and services impact on teaching and lexnin,u for people in different contexts.
Reform Consortia
.At the high end of \ituution;~I diversity along the recirch continuum depicted In Figure 1 are what we will call "reform cnnmrtia." Example\ include the Co-LOUIS COME%: ET AL.
NECT schools (Olds & Peadman. 1992) and the Coalition of Essential Schools (Sizer, 1988) . Whereas the testbeds conduct their work at the level of many C~L I S S I % ) O I I I S .
refam consortia conduct theirs at the level of many . s c l~o o l . \ . This shift introduces a range of new potential complexities dealing with the interrelationship between various components of whole-school systrmi Research conducted in these settings is usually quite far removed from the cognitive proceshes of the individual learner, ;altho~~sh it must benefit from what is learned at all the other levels. This type of research is commonly characterized as closest among our four paradigms to the concerns of educational policy. and often studies the ways in which organizational structures and incentives influence patterns of activity and change.
An Ecology of Paradigms
In comparing and contrasting these four research pssadigms. it is important to remember two things: each has its own forms of complexity. and they are b! nature not equi\dent. Laboratory research has as many complexities as school reform research. but they are of a different kind. School reformers tend not to worry about controlling instructional vasiables or the specitics of one student'. mental moclel of electricity after workins with a computer simulation. but the! may need to worry about school board politics, labor unions, and where mone! flows in school decision-making. Labol-atosy researchers on science learning need to design sound experiments with well-delineated constructs and mu! ignore new science education standards. but design experiment researcher5 must make sure that students in their classroom are receiving an approprim education.
Finally, it should be clear fsom the different kinds of questions that each research p a r a d i p invites that these different approaches cannot provide either the research or educational communities with equivalent kinds of answers. For instance, no combination of small design expesiments will be likely to \:ielcl the same insights into providing new kinds of educational services that a testbed project is liable to yield. Moreover. a testbed. even if it deals with thousands of science classroorns, is not prepared to address design issues in the overall structure and functioning of school systems. Nonetheless, it is important to stress that each level must look to the others in order to ensure that the entire research enterprise does not become irrelevant. Moreover. the larger-scale resexch enterprises can serve as fruitful settings for the conduct of sesearch in each of the smaller-scale paradigms. In this sense. the world of educational research can be seen not as one of competition among paradigms. but as maintaining a type of ecological balance amon: species of inquiry across the diversity of their ecological niches.
I CONSTRUCTING THE CoVls TESTBED
The CoVis project is founded on the premise that classroom science learning should more closely resemble the open-ended. inquiry-based approach of science practice. Our approach to science education was developed as a combination of several cun-ent strands of research in the cognitive sciences of learning. Chief among these is the conception that, long before and also outside of formal education, people have learned rllrn~rgll p~lrticip~itio~l it1 coiil~n~l~litie~ (f yr-~rc-rice (e.g., Lave & Wenger. 1991) . The advantage of such communities. in contrast to the regimens of "delivery-oriented" instruction common today. is that learning is situated with respect to community-based goals and activities in ~vhich knowledge is developed and used (Brown et al., 1989 : Pea, 1992 Songel-. 1996) . In the classroom. this advantage may take the form of uhat Collins et 31. ( 1989) called cognitive apprenticeship. with students pidecl. both by their teachers and by remote mentors. to think about science in many of the fundamental ways that scientists do.
Understanding how people in schools become part of and use distributed resources incluciing human and technical expertise is another key cognitive science issue for the CoVis project (Pea, 1993b : Salomon. 1993 ). The testbed design seal is to understand how ~vhat learners can achieve in inquiry activities in the testbed is developed by means of the tools and people that come together in inquiry tasks there. Put another way. in approaching the design of testbeds as a problem in distributed cognition. we seek to understand how to support learners in "thinking with" a new set of resources when they are readily at hand.
The point of science education. as we construe it, is not to take the "little scientist" that Piaget said was in every child and make them become an a c t~~a l scientist. I n recognition of this separation. our goal was to design settings in which students could become what Lave and Wenger-(1991) have called "legitimate peripheral practitioners" in communities of science practice. Furthermore. we ~~s e d computer and teleconimunications tools to facilitate those cognitive apprenticeships (Collins, I99 1 ). CoVis classrooms participate in what we have called "distributed multimedia learning environments" (Pea, l993a; Pea & Gomez, 1992) . and they enable the activity of "distributed science learning" that we believe will become increasingly 6 8 LOCIS G O~I E Z ET AL. preialent in educational settings. The constituents of the CoVis testbed represent our designer's \.ision of the components needed to bridge rr distriburrcl scirtlcr Ir~lrtzi/zg c o t~m~l t l i t~.
Peep le
The key to CoVis functioning as a testbed is the people who comprise it. Students are newcomers to the world of science. The scientists. in CoVis represented by the Department of Atmospheric Sciences at the University of Illinois. Urbana-Champaign (LIUC). are a y o u p of scientists and sraduate students committed to both cutting-edge research in meteorology and educational outreach to sti~dents ~vhose fun~re m:iy be either directed to~vtlrds science or enriched by it.' In the middle ground are teachers. who seek to introduce their students to the world of science as mediators between students and scientists. Researchers (at Xonh~vestern and other sites) serve as facilitators. seeking to understand how this comniunit filnctions. and both inventing and brokering new opportunities for \.:vious members to interact with and lexn from one another. .A critical part of the CoVis effort in\.olves building productive bridges bet~veen these comniunities. Central to the design effort is reshaping these b r i d~e s as we learn through experience with the testbed.
T e c l~r~o l o g~
One set of bridges among these testbed participants is enabled through communication and information technologies. .Amon2 the founding premises of our technology d e s i~n efforts cvas the importance of circumventing the "trickle down" effrlct. which results in a nearly decade-Ion? delay between the introduction of technologies in business and research settings and their appearance in K-12 settings (Bluschke et 31.. 1987 31.. : Roberts, 1988 . This delay has the almost inevitable resi~lt that st~ldents work with o~it-of-date tools and information (Pea & Gomez. 1991 ). a particular problem in science education (National Research Council. 1996) .
Our first step towards alleviating this problem was to construct a first-rate communications technology suite for s t~~d e n t s and teachers. This included high-speed Internet connectivity to the desktop, plus a full suite of standard Internet technologies. including electronic mail. Usenet news. and FTP (later. :IS they were developed and introduced. CoVis classroon~s were among the tirst I The CoVis project grants supported the development of the highly trclffickkc UIUC weather resources of the gopher-based Weather Machinr: (Rmurnurthy S( Kernp. 1993) and. once Lveb browsers were a\ailable. the Daily Planet (Ramarn~~rthy et al.. 1996) . The Exploratoriurn establihhed its tirst "virt~~al visitor" facilities as a CoVis partner. and through CoVis ~ollaborurions tirst began to concretely explore using its rich rewurces to support distributed learning.
to have access to Gopher and then the World-\Vide Web). X unique aspect of the CoVis project was that each individual jrudent recei\.ed his or her own account and thus a network identity. Another technology we sought to i n t e p t e Lvas desktop videoconferencing --still new in 1992 even in white-collar setrinzs. althouph the vectors of cost :md performance indic:lted to 11s that it could become widely accessible in education and consumer markets within a decade.
Yet another conimunication tool. the Collaboratory Notebook. was developed especially by the CoVis project to scaffalii the process of science inquiry in students' project work (Edelson & O'Seill. 1994 : Edelson et 31.. 1996a : O'fieill &I Gomez. 1994 . b'e describe experience with its uses in the CoVis testbed Inter.
Our CoVis Web s e n w ( h t t p : / / w . u~v . c o \~i s . n~~~~. e d~) . planned and launched in earl) 1994 (Gordin et ~11.. 19962: Pea st at.. 1994) . provides a common spxce for 211 community niembers. and has e\.ol\-ecl in [he past two yc~1i-s to s e n e 11s a repositor!, and ~u i d e to project pedazog!. soft\i.are. data and curricul~~m activity resources. as a gateu.ay for teacher ;c7nitn~1tiication forums and support. and i n the traditional mode ns a dibtriburion niediuni for dissemination of project publications and news.
Also a\.ailable on the Web is a mentor clmb~lse. launched in the fall of 1996.
to fncilitnte collaboration between students and outiide experts (O'Neill. 1998 : O'Neill et d.. 1996 . The components of this i ? ! ?~o l n l~i l l n i~L l~n~ technology suite are in constant flux. being redesisned ro tnset the evolving demands of the CoL'is community (Pea et nl.. 1997) .
Curi-iclrl~r~~
In its very earliest days (startinp in 1992). \\orking with two nearby schools. the CoVis project needed to focus primarill. on participatory design and testing of soft\vare and networking technolozies. The ninin forum for participatory design involved coenvisioning. in the ccntext of their practices. possible new technology desipns, curriculum activities. and the pedag0,vical opportunities and challenges of a collaboratory testbed. In this period. curriculum planning was conducted in informal social inrernctions among teachers and researchers. Common activities between the schools helped to pro\,ide context and structure for cornrnunication bet~veen different communities of practice (McGee. 1996) .
As the testbed grew. and as teachers came to a deeper understanding of what they needed in order to make regular. n~e~minsful use of networked resources 7 0 LOUIS GObIEZ ET .AL. and visualization tools and data sets. we developed larger and more intesrated sets of activities. lire have come to refer to these larger sets of activities as CoVis Interschool Activities (CIAs). The World-Wide Web was the primary medium through which these activities were shared with teachers. a number of whom were integrally involved in the design and refinemenr of these acrivities. both in face-to-face summer u.orkshops. and in the context of their ongoins teachins. In addition to learnins about the acti\.ities through the \Veb. teachers engaged in these activities formed comrni~nities of interest through listservs. Four different CIAs were developed during the 1995-1996 academic y e x : one on the topic of land use management. another on global climate chanse. a third on atmospheric science. and a fourth on soil science.
The CoVis Interschool Activities have been designed to help teachers think about different aspects of project science. educational relecommunications. and collaboration. Each in\.ol\zs opportuniries for remote mentorins. and uses of the diverse set of Inrernet communication tools we have described. Each is also supported with such CoVis lVeb resources as jcienritic visualization environments. data sers. collaborative support. and sample assessment rubrics.
The key design challenge in creating these activities is ro offer enough stnlctiire so they can be completed in n classroom context under such constraints as limited time and classroo~n management concerns. n.hiIe nonetheless providing enough freedom in the intellectual environment so that 1e:lrners' que5-[ions may be developed as novel project directions.
These activities. provided as a service via rhe LVeb. have become a ke! aspect in the construction of the CoVis testbed. The currency of the classroom is curriculum and activiries. The testbed is meant to be a cornmunit!.. C u r r i c u l~~m and acti\-iries. guided by conceptunl foundations. are an important part of the slue that binds the community together and dlows rhe participants to see themselves as a community. with common directions and practices. In addition. they offer a venue where texhers. in the conrext of listservs. can collaborate with and support one another as they e n g a y in new efforts. seekins to interpret and extend the CoVis vision in new ways. These activities are one of the most important means by which the CoVis community of teachers develops common concepts :ind practices. It is in the doins of these curricular activities. whether in inter-classroom collaboration or among students within a single class (the common mode). that teachers and researchers have developed common groi~nd about how to do inquiry projects in the classroom and to support them effectively with technolosy.
Tiwcher d e~~l o p t~w~~f
Another critical bridze component in the Coyis project is professional development for the te~chers who participate. .Among the topics that require forums for support and practice are assessment. classroom m a n a p n e n t . teclinolozy and Internet skills, and support for inquir! Iexning. CoVis has always run summer workshops. zivinz all members of the community. but especially teachers. the opport~~nity to briefly corns together face-to-face and ask questions. brainstorm. and share their learnins and concerns. Durin: the acade:::ic >.ex-. prcfessional development is supported via electronic mail. sin: a fonnat similar to that of the ?vlathem;ttic~ Lsurnin? F o r~~m s run bq-the Center for Children and Technolozy (Hone! e: 21.. 1994) . The on-line forums were to provide a place cvhere teuchers could discuss d e s i g and implementation of unfolding C1.h.
Scll oo1.r At its start in the 1992-1993 academic ! ear. ti:? CoVis project \corked exclu-si\-sly with tcvo hi?]?-school partners in the n~r t h suburbs of C h i c a~o .
Six teachers t a~~g h t twelve sections of earth sci?:;;:. en\ ironmental science. and science-technolo2y-society. in\.olt.ing :lppi-c\irnately 300 students in total.
Later. d u s i n~ the 1995-1996 school year. \\ e =.;pmded our CoVis testbed to w e r 1 0 hish schools and middle schools. Ir [his phase of our research. we sought to extend the lessons learned in the first phase to achieve these innovations on a larger sc;lle. with sreater diversit! in the zeographical sires and student demographics of participating schools. 2nd to understand h o~ to make these culturul. technological. and curri~ul;lr innovations sustai~;able. In this phase. cve have been working nith o \ = r 100 teachers and more than 3.000 students. In the early years of the p~~j~t . from I992 to 1994. our six teachers r e c e i~e d individual ~lttention from CoVis researchers. and each school's technolozy suite was desiznetl. funded. crnfted. and maintained by CoVis staff and partners. In the second phasz of work. to create and study the scaled-up CoVis testbed. each school 113s been responsible for financing and assemblinz their own technolo:!-suit? I \i.ith ~u i d e l i n e s and zuidance provided by CoVis staff and other coinmunit~. participants). Moreover. on this much broader scale. relatively few cl~ssrooms can now be physically visited by CoVis staff because of constrain15 imposed by distance. time. and budget considerations.
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EXTENDED EXAMPLES O F TESTBED RESEARCH
In the remainder of this paper. we offer two extended examples as cases of how technologies desisned to support learning and t e x h i n g in teleconimunications-intensive. inquiry-oriented clussroorns are appropriated by the user communities participating in the CoVis testbed. L k have chosen the cases of desktop videoconferencing. and special _group\care we de\.eloped fur [lie CoVis project c:lllecl the Col1:iboratory Notebook. for se:,erd reasons. The first is that these two communicntions plxforms were intqral to the CoVis ~uiclins frume\vork-\ve sought. from the earliest instmtirltion of the project to in\-ent r~pplications of high-performance computin,v and communication for highly interactive 1e:lrning en\.ironnients. We sought to model aspects of our testbed design on the neu. practices of the scientific community and the business ~vorld as it WLIS bringing these po\ierful resources to bear on e\.ol\ ing it.., ivork practices. Our p a l \\.as to Ie\era$= the "grand challenge" directions of the High Performuncs Cornputin: and Communications P r o g r m of the US Officz of Science and Technolog!-policy for the needs of future science education. T\vo of these directions uzrz in tools to support collaborntion and scientific \,isuulization. N'e ha1.e focused on scientific visualization in other publicxions (Fishman L C : D'Amico. 1994: Gordin & Pea. 1995 : Gordin et al.. 1994 .
In terms of the CoVis hallmark theme ofcollubc~r:iti\.e ;~ctivities anions scientists. Pea and Gornez \vex inspired by the "coll~boratory" concept coined by Bill Wulf (currently President of the National ;\cndem! of E n~i n e e r i n g ) and captured in a 1989 Rockefeller Lrniversity workshop funded by the S S F (Kouzes et al.. 1996: Lederberg c9: Uncapher. 19SC) ). In CoVis. we sought to invent a design and to besin to implement 3 testbed for the future of science education which shared this imaze. but recopized the uniyw needs of educritional s e t t i n~s and the constructi\~ist perspecti\.e on student learning through project inquiries.
Our second reason for choosing these eur-nples is that they provide us n-ith fascinating examples of \vh:lt happens when fi~turistic visions of distributed. "shared media spnces" for science learning and teaching meet the work practices of science education. in today's classrooms and educational systems. and with today's levels of accessibility of computing and telecommunications b!children and teachers.
Desktop Videoconferencing
The ec.olution of desktop ~.ideoconferencing technologies within the CoVis tesrbed provides a salient example of how testbed projects continually refine and redesign services within the context of pmicular activities. We viewed videoconferencing as 3 new "class" of techn010,v for classroonis, a new service with new opportunities to o f i r its users. To help h t e r its adoption in classrooms. a community of users was constructed to contain students. teachers. and the scientists that we believed important to discourse in CoVis clnssroorns. CoVis researchers worked together ~vith teachers to orchestrate the use of videoconferencins tools in clussroonis. LVhut a c t u i l happened with videoconferencing in CoVis classrooms ~v3s a surprise to the rt\e;1rch team. The story that follocvs esplores design choices made cvith respect to videoconferencing. and how classroon~ responses to those choices helped shape a new generation of design decisions.
U.hen the CoVis project started \\orking in clussrooms. it was necessary to use 1 1 rel~~tively high-end circuit-su-itchd \ iiieoconferencing sy3tem cdled Cruiser r Phase I. belo\c.). After Four !.e;lr; ~7f;Ia\iroor1i \vork and extraordinary technology advances and cost reduction. ii? rht net\vorked disital \.idea industr). \c.e now use the freely availnble (and txideilly lo~v-end) CU-Seeble :IS our ~~~~~~~~y \.ideoconfertnin npplicr~tion I P!ia.>c. 11. below). The path betcveen the two end points involved the siru;lteil learning of testbed p:~rricipnnrs. includin=. researchers. te:lcbers. kids. ~lnd i~i d~~s t r y partners. about issues of critical mass. softcv;ue clesicy. 2nd cla.;sroom wlt~ire. P h m r I: Crrlisrr .At the s t x t of the CoVis project. it ~c a s c l e x :hat \.ideoconferencing had made inroads into education primarily as : I te~111iolo~~~-mediated version of the truditional lecture. ~~n d e r the label of"distmc: tduc;ttion" (Pea 22 Gomez. 1992 ). Students typically had little opportunit! for interaction with the instructor. and no facility for small group interaction rP?;l. 1994). In order to establish the more constructive vision of a distributzd multirnedia learning environment. the CoVis project sought to build desktop \-idsoconferencing services that emphasized pi-.sotd interaction bettveen and m o n g Ieurners. and. in particular. support the kinds of knowledge-building :ui\-ities that we believe are critical to science learning (Pea Y( Gomez, 19911. \l\ .hrking together with the teachers. we envisioned a variety of activities thx inc.olved Cruiser. We imagined that Cruiser would be used to put students in touch with mentors. particularly the atmospheric scientists at the Universirl. of Illinois. We imasined that students cvould take "virtual field trips" to the Exploratorium museum in San Francisco to see exhibits that explain the phenomena being studied. We imagined that students would contact their project partners in other classrooms to coordinate group work tasks or discuss work-in-progress. And we imagined that students and teachers would engage in collaborative evaluation of shared artifacts together. such 3s weather maps.
In conjunction with research partners at Bellcore. CoVis planned to introduce the Cruiser desktop videoconferencing system (Fish et 31.. 1993 ) for classroom use. Cruiser was a hi,vh-performance communications tool that enabled mi~ltiple users to communicate using ~ludio and high-quality fi~ll-motion color video. and one of the first a\.ailable videoconferencin: tools built to ha\,e computer-based "phone book" capabilities. Like other ~iieoconferencing tools that would become commercially nvnilable several years later (e.g.. PictureTeI). Cruiser was desiyeci to be used over the public telephone nem.ork. which meant that in theory it could be cupanded to include nearly any location in the world. During this initial phase of the CoVis project. Iio~i.e\.er. Cruiser was ;~vailable in only sis 1oc:ltions: the two high schools. Xorthnatern. the Department of Atmospheric Sciences at the Uni\.ersit~-of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. the Exploratori~~m in San Francisco. and Bellsore.
By cilrrent standards. Cruiser required a complex arrangement of components in order to operate. In addition to a computer. an rl~t~m:ll television monitor and microphone were required. and of course 3 ~.ideo camera (see Fig. 2 for an example of a t!-pied set up). The Cruiser signals Lvere transmitted o\-er 3 network that cvas sepxnte from the regular coniputer data network. but coordinated by signals sent between computers. This meant that use of Cruiser did not impact on use of other cornputer netcvork applic2tions being used in the school at the same time. Cruiser was a "circuit-switcheCf" system. meanins that. ~vhen you placed a call. you evere guaranteed a pre-determined amount of bandwidth (384 Kbls) exclusively for that purpose. The benefit of reser\,ed bandwidth is quality. In videoconferencing that uses pxket-scvitching (as CU-SeehIe does on the Internet). the available bandwidth is shared so that the qiualit? of video at any moment varies as a function of the volume of traffic on the network. From the perspective of users. circuit-switched videoconferences huve consistent hizh quality. while packet-switched conferences can be extremely variable. Our initial goal was to offer schools the best quality video practically possible. particularly since they would be doing "virtual travel" to the Exploratorium Science Museum in San Francisco. and good video resolution would be a key requirement for users to perceive the dynamic qualities of its exhibit.,. To fucilit;lte the sharing of digir:il ~rtir'xts. <i~cIi ~1s \\.rather maps. we i~s e d the screen-sh:lrin soft\vare from Fx::ilor! c~~l l e d Tirnbiktu. This softtv:lrc ;lllo\\.s t\vo cornpilters to act as it' tlw1 !111\1' anl) one s h a r d monitor between t!iern. even at ;I distance over [he Ii:t,-me:. The se3~1lt i b that people liavin~ 11 cont.ersation o\.er C I -L I~S~~ c:tn use ti;? niiri:.~ to point at olijects on the screen. and that pointing (or \.irtu:lll an! o t k r 11ctivit!. on the computer screen) is .?en by the person on the other e!it.
In our initial discussions ~vith teachers. Cr::isc:. \\ 11s vie\$-ecl with :seat interest. This \\:IS underst:~nd:lble. as videoconrerencin~ cIe;lrI!. offesed the most immediately comprehensible and dramxic or'i~il :!is ne\L tschnoiogies bein? introduced to their classrooms. Scientihc \-isur11iz:;rion. the Internet. and collaboratit.? zroup\vnre took longer to compreneni!.
Together with the te:lchers. tve en\.isiontd a \ ~iriety of scrn:trio< fdr using desktop t.icleoconferencin,v in students' cnll~l.borati\~e project inquiries. These included distrib~lted viewing of a common \-idso or joint participation in a virtual field trip to spur topical ciiscu~sions 2nd q~~e"ic~n.\ in the project development phase. video visits with staft' c~f the science labosatories or the Exploratorium for adirice during project;. "shared media spaces" across schools between members of student projest texns. 2nd distributed presentations of CoVis projects by students o t m the S<t. so that commentaries and LOL'IS GOl\lEZ ET AL. assessments of projects could emerge from the learning community across the schools and scientific groups involved.
As researchers, we were also very interested in the success of Cruiser because it offered a real-time bridge between the communities of schools and scientists. Furthermore. Cruiser also required n sizable in\.estmznt of funds to become operational. includins hard\va-e for video cornpressi~n and decompression ("codecs"). cameras. monitors. and personnel to help set it up. debug it. ar?d keep it running. In the category of '-high-risk. high rexard" research. Cruiser \vas certainly 11 top contender.
Yet. e\-en with the extra eniph:lsis placed on it in the overall design of CoVis classrooms. Cruiser was hardly ever used in daily classroom life. Tracking of the use of a11 computer-mediated computer tools during the 19941995 academic year showed that while students sent o m 10.000 e-mail messages. posted o \ w 1 .A00 Usenet news articles. and created o\.er 1.100 pages in the Col1aboraco1-y Notebook. these were only 32 Cruiser calls placed across all 13 CoVis cla.;ssooms (Fishman. 1996) . How c:m the e';tremeIy loci. use of Cruiser be explained'?
X ke! euplmation for this lo~v use of Cruiser is a mismatch between classroom c~~l t u r e and the affordnnces of videoconferencinz. .Altho~:sh te:lchers rexlily accepted the challen~es of crexin? highl!. co1labo1-xi\-? and interactive cl:~ssrooni environments supported b> asynchrc~nous tools (z.g.. ?-mail. Usenet news. C o L k Collabolatosp Notebook) i~. i r /~i / l their c1ass1-ooms. they were more reluctant to include synchronous communication tools in these environments. Reasons for this that emerged o \ t r time included issues of coordination with distant panners. and problems u.ith the PI-esurned ease of translatin=. the "oftice drop-in" rnodel of use for Cruiser \.ideoconferercing in a corporate work en\.ironment to classrooms in schools. In the white-collar xorkplace. Cruiser was used to create extended n-orkspaces. he!ping to foster the kind of informal interaction chat people have ~t~liile "CI-uising" the h:1IIways of their office space (Fish et 31.. 1993 ). Teachers did not like the thought that somebody c o~~l d interrupt their classroom acti\.ity without ~varning. So C r~~i s z r stations in classrooms were as a matter of practice not left running. which is the videoconferencinz equivalent of takins your phone off the hook-nobody can call you. Other problems had to do with the tight windows of avnilable time that any single classroom could be on-line. Wherells in the white-collar environment one might 1-easonabl~. expect to find someone at their desk at any time during the day. in the classroom environment particular students are only typically prssent for 40 minutes at a time. While it may be possible for a scientist mentor to adjust her schedule to be av;~il;lble during a particular class period. the problem becomes much worse when two teachers or students at different schools wish to communicate. Since school time is rigidly structured. special arrangements must be made to facilitate interaction between two parties n.ho do not happen to have class d i~r i n s the same houl: The classrooni en\.iror,ment is si,uniticantly different from ~vhite-coll:lr settings. and we found that i t does not readily support the adoption of synchronous tools (Fishman. 19961. Other c u l t~~r a l concerns were expressed. Texhzrs noted their worries that students i\.ould mainly use the videoconfersncin; for social purposes. and "getting dates." In addition. the belief \ve had that teachers misht share in the assessment task for collaborative st~~dent prolects m o s s their classrooms and s h o o l s ivas problematic in several respects. Firct. it presupposed that interclassroom project teams would be commonplacs. Secondly. i t assumed that teactiers ~vould n e~o t i a t e a common ,vround around assessment rubrics for their students' project work. Both assumptions \\ere \.ioluted. Neither had a footing of esistin,u cultural practices to stand on. Gil.en the ne\vness of extensive project-oriented work within the clasjroom. anci its noi.eI assessment challenges. teachers generally prefel-red to keep their prc!scts to ,vroups within the clnssrooni. While there Lvere exceptions. the!: did not tend to call upon C r~~i s e r as a new media vehicle to support coll:tbomti\-e lexning in the CoVis testbed.
Finally. Cruiser did not support communis~tion between CoVis students 2nd releimt outside populations. LVliile there \\.ere some scientists that students could comni~~nicate with (at the Exploratorium :lnd UIUC). the vast majority of students established connectionc ro outside mentors and others using electronic mail. which was more widel! a\.;lii;lble ::nd allowed for students and outsiders to communicate on their o\\.n. non-synchronized schedules. Thus. Cruiser was also prevented from Hourishins due to the lack of what media theorists have called "critical mass" (1l;lrhs. 1987).
Phcrse 11: CLr-SerMr The low use that Cruiser received was woi-ryins to CoVis designers as the project began to grow from the initial tcvo schools in 1934 to the current testbed of over 40 schools. Budget restrictions would require limiting the installation of Cruiser to only six schools in the new testbed. Our original plan was that there would be a "community within the community" of hish-bandwidth jchools equipped with Cruiser. and a broader community that would rely prinurily upon e-mail and other lower-bandividth form?; of communicntion. 011: iew understanding of Cruiser's low use in terms of critic:ll mass suzgested that in a scaled-up CoVis project, if we took this approach. we would be condemning videoconferencing to permanent marginality. Rather than invest in a comniunications tool that only a few could use. we instead began to look for viable alternatives that would enable the entire community to participate in videoconferencing.
During the time that CoVis was experimenting with Cruiser. a new form of videoconferencing tool was starting to emerge that used TCPIIP. or Internet protocols. as its transport mechanism. The premier example of this type of tool was CU-SeeMe. from Cornell University.: The primary technical advantage of this software was that it enabled exremely !OK-cost videoconferenc-ing-a school's investment in Internet connectivity also provided a video network. The primary technical limitations for this software in its early stages was the lack of integrated video and audio. and the sometimes complicated process of introducing video into one's computer system. In addition. because of the variable bandwidth limitations of the Internet. video quality could be quite low. These tools are '-packet-switched" (as opposed to "circuitswitched"), which means that they must share bandividth with all the other services in use on the network. Average f r m e rates for CU-SeeMe were between tive and eight frames per second of black-and-white \.idea. compared to Cruiser's 35-30 frames per second of color video. And. at least initially. you needed to use a telephone to provide audio (and telephones are often even rarer in classrooms than Internet connections). Even with these limitations. some educational projects had started to experiment with CU-SeeILIe as a way to provide a virtual presence between classrooms. primarily the Global Schoolhouse Project.
In early 1994. two technological developments made it possible for the CoVis project to consider CU-SeeMe as a replacement for Cruiser. The first of these was the introduction of synchronized audio in the CU-SeeMe software. using the computer's built-in microphone as the source. The second was the introduction of the Connectix Quickcam. a lo~v-cost digital camera (widely known as the "eyeball" camera for its shape) that required no additional hardware to get video into the computer. These new developments meant that most CoVis schools could now afford to participate in videoconferencing activities.
During the 1993-1 996 academic year. videoconferencing using CU-Seehle began to take root as part of regular CoVis activities. While the cultural issues 7-CU-SeeMe is available for free from htrp://cu-seeme.corneIl.edu/ of synchronous tools are still present. the difficulties associated with complex hardware and software have been greatly reduced. and the critical muss problems have been minimized. We worked to ameliorate the cultural problems caused by synchronous commi~nication throuzh scaffolding and structuring its use in interschool curricular activities.
One example of videoconferencing activit). embedded within a larger curricular context was 3 model summit on global climate change. held as a culminating activity for a month-long set of acti\.itieb on climate change (Gordin et al.. 1996b) . While not all schools chose to particip:lte in the video conference-based summit. it is notetvorthy that the schools taking a leadership role in this activity were both middle schools. Teachers and students in these two middle schools had flexible schedules. and met for extended periods on most class days. thus facilitating the synchronoub interaction. Another desktop videoconferencing activity was a regular "interactive weather briefing" between an atmospheric scientist and groups of students seeking to interpret current wenther maps. X third type of acti\.ir> was the "virtual field trip" between various schools m d the Exploratorium Science hluseum. Using a backpack equipped with a video camera and 2 remote link to the Internet. museum staff in San Francisco were able to lead short tours of various exhibits at the museum. directed by students usins CC-SetbIe. A fourth type of use. unanticipated by the designers at the start of the school year. was the use of CE-Seehle to supplement parent-teacher rnettinss and inforni~~tiond sessions. This allowed staff at Northwestern to be in\-ired "into" classrooms in order to answer questions about the various ac:i\ iries students were engaged in as part of CoVis. This combination of u-a!.s rhx CU-Seehle based videoconferencing has been employed by CoVis te~lcherj and students is an important indicator of its successfully taking root in cl~ssroom culture. especially when compared with Cruiser.
X weakness of Internet-based videoconferencing systems is that they take up so much bandwidth that it is not possible to simultaneously use screen-sharing software such as Timbuktu. Yet this goal of sharcd media spaces was integral to the CoVis project vision (e.:.. Pea. 19932. 1994) . \tvh:lt we sought in the 1997 grant was to: "extend collaborative rnedia beyond as> nchronous text-only e-mail to shared workspaces and two-way audiolvideo connections that allow for collaborative visualization of science phenomena. data. models-What You See Is What I See (WYSILVIS). Tools for local-and \vide-area networked learning environments will enable highly interactive. media-rich communic:ltions among learning partners." 8 0 LOUIS GO\IEZ ET .AL.
One possible solution to this problem niny lie in the construction of u-ebsites n.her-e meeting participants can store the ~vork to be discussed in adv:~nce. Another solution is to introduce a shared whiteboard facility that can be used to exchange screenshots. The notion of shared whiteboards is not new ( e .~. . Tang cPr Minnernun. I991 ). but full integration ~v i r l i \ -i d e o c o n f e r e~n g tools i h : I i~seful addition, especially in classroom settin~s ~vhere sirnplitication of softwlr-e is highly valued.
Videoconfer-encing tools and services. as an example of technology adoption u.ithin a testbed setiing. provide a compellinz lens throi~gh which to vie\\ the distinction between intentions ( d e s i~n ) and enxtment (real use by teachers and students). I n CoVis. desip.decisions about \-ideoconferencing ners made tirst from the basis of ~vhat we r~. t r~l t r i l CoVis clussrooms to look and bt like. and then revi5ions liud to be made bused upon \\.hat they trcrrrall~. u-zrs like. The testbed made it \,cry clear to CoVis researchers that classrooms are different zettinzs for [he use of videoconferencing tools than the u.hirecollar or resexcli environments ~vhel-e the!. are desiped. Emergins technolosies. like CC-Seehle. made it possible for CoVis to find n d e s i~n response t~7 that challenge. and Ie:1\-e us opti~nistic about the potsntial for Internet-based videoconferencing 11s n regular feature of science education in the future. The ns.xr section. about tlie design and classroom use of the Collaborator! Sotebook. is about 3 different kind of restbed research and design oppol-tunit!-: a tool and ser\-ice designed in response to the emergent needs of the classroom en\.ironment.
The Collaborator! Notebook .As the CoViz project e\olved. u need de\.eloped for a special purpose telecommunicutions tool io support s t~~d e n t inquiry and project-enhanced science n.ork in classroor11.s. This tool became the Collaborxory Notebook (CKB ). \\ hich is intended to be tl cross between a scientist's 1;lboratory notebook 2nd u networked hypermedia dut:lbuse. The de\,eloprnent of the CNB pro\-id?.; insight into how specitic telecommiinications needs urise in a testbed e3i.ironment. and the subtle interplay existing bet~veen designers and participant\ that affects how such tools are both ndoptecl and nclapted in 3 cycle of'-appro-pri~ltion" (Pea. 1992: Polman & Pea. in press). This extended example hnz three parts: first, tlie desisn and initial clctplo\..rnent of the CNB. with refection> on its initial classroom uses: second. student-le\.el rzsearch conducted as tli? tool "matured" in CoVis classrooms. .ielciing insishr into why some students use C M C tools like the CNB more than other students: and tinally. a disci14-BUILDIXG A TESTBED 8 1 sion of CNB design issues that became apparent only in the scaled-up testbed, leading to an extensive re-implementation of the CNB.'
Because of the complexity of testbed de\.elopment environments. the CoVis team S O L I~~~ to use existing technology ~vherever possible. Examples include Cruiser videoconferencing (discussed above) and electronic mail. both of which were brought into the CoVis environment with few changes from the way they have been used in other environments r ix.. white collar research settings). In contrast. the Collaboratory Notebook was conceived of as a tool that would suppnrt three of the key themes of the CoC'is project: project-enhanced science learning. visualization, and collaboration. Specifically. a tool was required that would support students and teachers in the unfamiliar task of performing prolonged inquiry. provide a means of i n t e p t i n ? visualization artifacts with other classroom work (computational and non-computational). and it needed to support collaborative ~vork. especially among partners that mighr not be colocated (Edelson LPr O'Neill. 1994) . Before starting work on a new tool. ~v e carefully considered existin? tooli t h~r might have served our needs. These included commercial products. such as Lotus Notes. and research products. such as . and CSILE ( S c a r d a m a h et al.. 1989). which ~v a s a local-area net\\.orking "kno\vledge buiiding" environment for a sinsle class at a time.
Although many of the features of tho.;; =ar!itr coll:tborative tools provided design inspiration for the software that e\.entuaily bec:lme the CNB. none of them provided the f~~nctionality that n.s belie\-ed necessary for supporting the complex web of goals in the CoVis project. In p3rricular. CoVis required the combination of wide-area network conntcti\.it). and structured support for project-based inquiry. As an asynchronous conimi~nicution tool. the CNB was designed to facilitate work between partners 1 1 ho are in different locations and unable to work at the same time. We considered this essential for students workin? in different classrooms. or for scientistj collaborating with students or commenting on their work. Furthermore. the CNB has a TCPIIP clients e n e r architecture. allowing users access to n common database of notebooks 3 The design of the Collaboratory Kotebook has been desxibed in other I-orurns and will not be repeated here. For mol-e information a11d interiace screenshots. refer to Edelson and O'Neill ( 1994) . O'Neill and Gomez . or Edelsan. Pea and Gornez (1996b) . The needs identified in the Collabomtory Notebook w r e imporrant in shaping the current work on the Pr0gres.s Portfolio in the SIBLE project. enablins reachers 2nd curriculum designers to s t r~~cture student work by prompting them to reflect on specitic aspects of thcir prozress (Loh ct al.. 1998) . In constructing the Collaboixtor> Notebook. the authors would like to specially xknowledge the design and programming nork ' t' D. Ke\ in O'Neill. Myrland J. Gray. and Daniel Edelson.
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wherever there is an Internet connection. hitiall). the Fall 1993 CNB prototype was debeloped only for Apple Macintosh computer systems. and required at least 16mb of memory in order to operate.
Drsigrl cmrrrlzpriorls o f the C N B
In writins about some fundamental design assunptions of the Collaboratory Notebook. O'Seill and Gomez (1994) emphasized the CoVis perspective that learnin? about science needs to include the social dimensions of science practice. and also that student appropriation of the speech genres of the scientific conirnunity are an important part of the enculturation of students into science. The CNB embodies the senses of scientific speech through specific labels for pages and a strict link structure to scaffold student inquiry. For instance. students are encouraged to create "qi~estion" pages and then to pose follow-up "conject~~rzs." in response to which they mizht pr?sent "evidence for" or '-e\ idence against" the conjecture. Another important design fclture was a table of contents that prot-ides teachers (and. presumably. mentors) with an over\.ieu. of each student project. The table of contents allou-s the user to see. at a glance. the progress of the inquiry. including the kinds of pages employed by students. which also has ad\-antages for the assessment of project work-in-progress (O'Neill & Gomez. 1994) .
First J~L I I -L?f'~iiissim111 L I S~: Dei.elopirlg tuld ~ri~cl~i-sraildiily prc~crice The Collaborator!-Notebook was used b! . 118 studsnts during the first threequarters of the 1993-1994 academic year. in six ilasies taught by four CoVis teachers (this \\.as durins the smaller. two-school phasz of the CoVis testbed). During this time period. 59 separate notebooks Lvm created. containing a total of 352 pages. This period of CNB use sexed as the basis for preliminat->research on tool ~ldoption by students and teachers. including an examination of the appropriateness of the d e s i~n assumptions described above (O'Neill & Gomez, 1994) . The methods used by the I-esearchers :~t this time included close ~vork between researchers and texhers in the s r l e of Hunt and Minstrel1 ( 1994) . to develop activity frameworks in which use of the CNB was sensible. Data on page creation and other aspects of CNB use \vere generated automatically by the software. and a combination of obser\ations and interviews with both teachers and students were used in order to form an ilnderstandin~ of the nature of student ~~o r k in the CNB. In surveyins student use of the CNB durinz this period. O'Neitl and Gomez concluded that the design of p q e labels and tablss of contents had found '-mixed success" in the classroom. In two separate projects, teachers created sample notebooks to serve as models for their students. indicating the types of page hierarchies that they believed to represent well-formed inquiry within the CNB. In terms of use of various page labels by students, there were instances of specific combinations of pases being used to connote particular kinds of interaction. One example is the intention of forms to support revision of project proposals. However, students did not make use of a broad range of page labels. LVhile there were many question, commentary, information. and plan pages, there were relatively few e.xamples of students using the conjecture and evidence pages. In the case of tables of contznts. tzachers considered them to be a good start for monitoring the progress of projects. but using them was too time-intensive to be viable (O'Nzill R: Gomez. 1994 ).
Srcoilcl
of clnssroon~ me: Strrcler~r ~rppi-opriarioil stll~1ie.s In the 1994-1995 academic year. the second year t h :~ the Collaboratory Notebook was used in CoVis classrooms. a different kind of research was conducted on student appropriation of this communication tool. This research was primarily quantitative. using surveys of student demogr3phics. beliefs, and attitudes as independent \.ariables in order to form an understanding of factors related to diffzrential use of the CXB among students in CoVis classrooms. In addition. classroom observations. teacher inter\.isws. and student focus groups were conducted to gain an understanding of the nature of student work in the CWB (Fishman. 1996 : Polman & Fishman. 1995 . The factors considered in this reszarch included gender. parental education. academic self-concept, computer skill and experience. skill ~vith the CSB. t>.ping ability. and communication apprehension. Communication apprehension is a measure of reticence to communicate using written media (Daly 23 Xiiller. 1975) . Data on these factors were all student self-report (except gender).
We looked at these factors in an effort to understand how broad-based demographic aspects of classrooms misht ha\.e an impact on the utility of a technology like the Collaboratory Notebook. The subjects for this research were students in three teachers' classrooms of the six teachers participating in CoVis at the time. or seven out of a total of twelve sections of students. Students created a total of 1. I 14 p a y s in 270 diffzrent notebooks in the CNB during this academic year.'
The following factors were found to be positively related to student use of the ins increased access to the software. since students Lvere not able to use the Collaboratory Notebook on any computers outside of their classroom. Havins a computer at home is more likely to be rzlated to a student's overall experience ~v i t h computers. Using regression analysis. we can determine how much variation in C S B use can be attributed to the significant factors listed above. Factors in the final model were parental education. skill with the CNB. and overall computer skill (academic self-concept and typing ability tvere not siyificant in the overall model 1. and the multiple R' accounted for 33.4% of the variance (see Table 1 ) .
What misht account for the roushly three-quarters of variance in CNB use not accounted for in the model in Table 1 (,Fishman. 1996) . The general HOK and direction of activity, e\,en in a project-enhanced classroom, is under the control of the teacher. How students are assessed for usins various tools, and the ~veight given to different aspects of their work. is likely to be an important part of that equation as well (D'Xmico. in preparation).
In terms of students' typinz ability. it is interesting to note that there was a "threshold effect" in terms of predictins the volume of CNB pages created Oe or (Polman & Fishrnan. 1995) . Students \vho rated themselves as avera, above average typists created more pazes ( M = 9.36. SE = .57. SD = 8.39.11 = 93) than students who rated themselves as below average or poor typists (M BL'LLD[NG A TESTBED 85 = 4.29. SE = .68, SD = 4.53, 11 = 45). The difference between these means is significant (r( 134) = 4.5 17. pS0.000 I, t~vo-tailed). We ~lnfortunately do not know what typing speed in ~vords per minute students considered "average."
As in the research conducted during the 1993-1994 school year. this more focused research on student adoption of the Collaboratory Notebook helped inform the overal! design and implementation process. By generating more ref ned understandings of how and when students take advantage of communications tools. u.e gain a better perspective on how to design classroom activity (together with teachers) to leverage their presence.
Ye;ra/-rht-er a17d hr~.otr~l: Sccllitrg rtp As the CoVis project prepared for its second phase. several recruitment meetings Lvere held to discuss with new teachers \-arious aspects of the project. The Collaboratory Notebook was ai~vays yeeted cnth~~siastically at these meetings. During the CoVis summer development u.orkshop held prior to the start of nctivities in these new schools. teachers \iert surveyed to learn what parts of the project they were most enthusiastic about. In these surveys. CoVis teachers indicated that they were interested in using the CNB. The reasons for their interest teachers zave in conversations u-ith CoVis resexchers were very much aligned with the original d e s i p assumptions as stated by O'Neill and Gomez ( 1994) . However. ecen with this initial enthusiasm. there was far lower use of the CNB in the 1 9 9 5 1 9 9 6 academic >ear than in either of the preceding years. even given the much l a r~e r poten~ial audience of users. Before discussing some of the reasons :ve believe that CNB was not used by CoVis teachers. it is worth mentioning that it \~.~l s used by a range of people and organizations beyond the boundaries of the CoVis community. These included an educational outreach project at Biosphere 2. in Arizona. and a problem-based learning course at Northwestern University's School of Medicine. In addition. requests were made by organizations interested in adaptin: the CNB for their own projects. including a museum in Germany. researchers in Italy, the Adler Planetarium in Chicago, the Block Gallery of Art at Northwestern, a quality assurance project at the Illinois State Board of Education, and an NSF planning grant project on mentoring in California. Furthermore. in intervie~v-based research that is underway as of the writing of this paper. CoVis teachers in schools where the Collaboratory Notebook was not used continue to voice enthusiasm for the software. speak of it as a very important component of the CoVis project. 2nd report that they still want to use it in their classrooms (Shrader et 31.. 1997). 8 6 LOUIS GOLIEZ ET AL.
Why did the CNB receive little use from CoVis students and teachers in thc 1995-1996 school year'? One possible reason is that CoVis researchers were not directly involved in the support of CNB use in classrooms. as we had been during the previous two years. As a testbed grows in size. it becomes increasingly difticult to maintain a physical presence in an!. particular classrooms. including the classrooms of the six teachers who received so much direct attention during the first two years when the testbed was small. Given the range of resources and telecommunications tools available for use as part of the CoVih project, it is conceivable that teachers opted for lttss complicated tools. even it this choice meant trading away some of the benefits of the Collaborator! Notebook.
In its original form. the Collaboratory Notebook was sufficiently complicated to install and configure that most teachers required extra help from school support staft: which was dificult to obtain. In fact. the CNB installation wa. so complicated that it was not included as part of the teacher cuniculum at summer development workshops, due to time constraints. Instead. technolog! coordinators were taught how to install the software in separate sessions. Thi> misht well have been the CNB's downfall. Another potential explanation is the lack of pre-packaged cumcular activities that integrate the CNB. In previou. years, these activities were not developed because researchers could work directly with teachers to develop personalized activities.
To remedy these two problems. we have re-implemented the Collaborator! Notebook as well as embarking on the design of activities that provide ,oreate:structure for the use of the CNB. The software has been rewritten from the ground up in C-+. so that it not only runs faster but takes up much less memory. allowing i t to be run on the broader variety of computers that are found in classrooms. Furthermore. an IBM-compatible version of the C N B has beer developed. allowinp access to more schools and mentors in sites that do no1 have Internet-connected hlacintoshes. In addition. an easy-to-use installatiorprogram was created. so that 'teachers would be able to install the softwar? without outside help. During the 1996 summer professional developmenr workshop. all teachers were given practice in downloading and installing thz new version of the CNB. As a part of that training workshop. volunteers werc recruited from among the teachers to participate in the development of activities that integrally use the Collaboratory Notebook.
A final issue of concern is whether. given the state of computing anci telecommunications in the learning environments of the CoVis testbed. the CNB itself is below an "access threshold" for utility. Perhaps without regulal use by every learner as an "information appliance" for their project inquiry work. i t is not perceived to be a good fit as an information environment for the CoVis activities. This problem must await for its solution the arrival of inexpensive, Internetworked. highly portable. personal computing devices. Until that time. we are continuing to work on iteratively improving the fit between the CNB and its classroom appropriation by students and teachers to advance science learning through project inquiry. CONCLCSIONS This paper has described a new and growing environment for conducting educational research: the testbed. Testbeds share many of the features of design experiments. but at a scale that fundamentally changes the nature of the relationship between researchers and subjects. The size of testbeds is simultaneously an advantage. because of both the broad variety of research opportunities that are made available in rich and divme contexts and closer fit between the needs of practice and research. and a liability. because of limitations placed on direct contact between participants and reszarchers. Research in testbeds is driven by the in situ needs of school communities.
We have presented the CoVis projtct as an example of a testbed whose research is geared towards designins. dcwloping. and deploying new educational telecommunications resources and services for the classroom. When we offer new services and technologies to schools. these innovations are confronted by the realities of schools as we find them. Unlike design experiments. testbeds have to prepare for and respond to the needs of schools and classrooms in the diversity of forms in which they naturally exist.
In a design experiment, the researcher can reshape the classroom to fit the needs of a cumculum or a technology. Indeed. we were partially successful in shaping use of various CoVis technolo,oies on a small scale. as in the case of Collaboratory Notebook use. However. in the broader context of the testbed. we can see and understand the characteristics of these technologies that allow them to be either appropriated by teachers or fail to take hold in classrooms. Testbeds often allow only incremental reshapins of classroom activity. and the only form of orchestration typically found in the testbed is the willingness of participants to engage in a particular form of pedagogy. The most important ground rule for a testbed is common pedagosical vision on the part of its participants. We hope. therefore. that testbeds will allotv us to judse the suitabii-ity of an i n n o~x i o n to a variety of classroom contexts. In the case of CoVis. the minimal agreement arrived at between schools and researchers was to work within the context of project-based science and inquiry. As we noted in our examples above. that agreement was not sufficient to surmount the difficulties encountered in our early trials of videoconferencing. This freed us to observe behavior that might not be visible in the more constrained context of a design experiment or laboratory study. The testbed also frees us to continue to retine the roles for researchers and other filcilitators in the support of technology in the context of a common pedugosical vision. As we made CoVis services more widely available. it became clear that we had an imporlant mediating roie on an ongoing basis as facilitators. That role could not be played by being physically present in all cl~ssrooms. and instead became embedded in our curricular efforts through the d e s i~n of CoVis Interschool .\cti\.ities. This form of contact. including susgested classroom acti\:ities and on-line teacher-to-teacher asynchronous conversation. was sufficient to sustain thr use of some technologies like e-mail and scientitic visualization but could not broadly sustain a iechnology like the Collaboratory Notebook. at k~s t in its early form. The testbed provides a venue where we can gain partial p~irchase on the likely con-stell~ition of factors (both human and tzchnologicd) needed to support neu. technologies and pedasogy in a diverse contrxt.
In early 1993. the CoVis project anticipated that collaborative inquiry groupware for students. desktop videoconfrrencing. and scientific visualization tools and data would become accessible to many schools xithin a 5-10 year period. These predictions are largely holding true. The scientinc \.isualizxion suite. the Collaboratory Notebook. and desktop videoconferencing all now run on Internetworked computers that cost as little as S1.500 each. While not all schools have the robust T1 Internet connectivity that we believe to be necessary. recent government initiatives (including a two billion dollar technolo,ay initiative from the President and the nationwide o r p i z a t i o n of "Net Days" for wiring schools) are opening up opportunities for such connectivity. ' 4s LI result. the number of classrooms where CoVis-likr environments are possible is increasing daily. Li : e believe that creating a trstbed centered on the value ol' these technologies in che support of teaching 2nd leaning provides valuable first-order information about the likely adaptability of these technologies to the real diversity of classrooms. Our hope is that other education research testbeds. inspired by these developments, will explore similar new advances of high performance computing and communications in parnllel with advances in conceprions of effective learning and teaching in ways the CoVis project has exemplified.
